
Photon Max™ with Scuff Resistant Technology™ (SRT) is a highly 

repairable, low odor, black heel mark resistant floor finish. Designed for 

ultra high speed routine maintenance programs in high profile, high 

traffic areas, Photon Max with SRT provides a dramatic gloss response 

when burnished. This self-sealing, extended wear formula retains its film 

integrity, black heel mark resistance, and outstanding gloss even after 

repeated detergent cleaning. Superior soil resistance and film clarity 

helps extend top scrub and recoat intervals as well as stripping cycles. It 

is easy to apply, with low odor and excellent leveling properties.

High Gloss Remarkable 
Response Floor Finish
with Superior Black Heel Mark Resistance

Photon Max™

with SRT™ Technology

High gloss with 
exceptional response 
to propane, battery, or 
electric equipment

Superior black heel 
mark resistance

Extremely low odor and 
pleasant to use



Excellent Black Heel 
Mark Resistance and 
Repairability 

High Gloss
•  “Off the mop” wet look with Scuff 

Resistant Technology means 
cleaner, brighter floors

Repairable
•  Dramatic gloss recovered by ultra-

high speed equipment

Extremely Low Odor
•  Pleasant to use
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Photon Max™

with SRT™ Technology

Check out the Betco® Total 
Training Solutions Bundle!

Learn about our unique offerings, including e-learning courses, distributor training at 
Betco HQ, and hands-on training at your location! These solutions meet the needs of 
every cleaning professional as they seek to improve their skills and knowledge.

Available in:
4 - 1 Gal. Bottles Item #63204-00

5 - Gal. Bag in Box Item #632B5-00

55 - Gal. Drum Item #63255-00

Competitive 
Finish P

Competitive 
Finish S

Competitive 
Finish C

Photon MaxTM

with SRTTM
Photon MaxTM

with SRTTM
Photon MaxTM

with SRTTM

* This information is presented based on Betco® research which we believe to be correct and objective. No guarantee is expressed or implied.

Competitive Analysis*

Photon Max™ with SRT
4 coats of Photon Max with SRT were applied on the left side of each tile and 4 coats 
of the leading competitive finish were applied on the right side of each tile.

http://www.betco.com/training

